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 TOM Inc. has provided for you the most advanced power system real time simulator. Subsidized by TOMCAD to make it work better.
Click here for diverting to more advanced site vision
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    	system consultant knows that constructing a reliable    and

          efficient model    of the system needs a lot of experiences. We do construct your network for

          you or we can convert    your available power system networks on any

          power system    software to POUYAin a period not more than a week. This allows you to concentrate    on your analysis and tune power system controllers, shortening commissioning    or project time. It also lets you perform off-line operator training very    fast.

           

          Most software has a big manual for the    users. To use the features of that particular software the users need to read    most of these manuals. For using POUYA you do not

          need to read a book. It just needs to refer to a 11    pages quick manual to use the most advanced power system simulator.

           

          Take the tour, download our software,    and see how easy it is for you. We do not want to highlight more the    advanced features of POUYA by sentences; you can use the free version of    POUYA to find out most of these features by your own.

           

           
	connection    through World Wide Web and modular

          scalability    to deliver standard real-time simulators designed to meet the evolving

          needs of the most demanding utilities and    manufacturers. 

           

          POUYA can also be    used to connect to the real world and controls the real power system through    well-known Lab View software, (needs license). In this way an extra goal will be energy saving. 

          The user can    control the simulation process even deep inside the power system controllers    like AVR and Governors by the menu options using mouse and/or the keyboard.    For example a generator mechanical power can be increased or decreased by    just clicking the mouse on generator symbol.

           

          By using POUYA    power system engineers can forget about many standard calculations like (Load    Flow, Fault analysis, providing Scenario for transient stability) they have learned    so far because they have all in real time simulation on their desk.

           

          Most packages    promise that they let you easily and rapidly construct models of small and    large systems. But any power  
	With Online    Simulation, not only can you perform all analysis you need using real-time    simulation, you can also simulate “what if” scenarios simply by taking real    time action. For example the engineers can simulate the impact of starting a    large motor without actually starting the motor. With minimal training,    system operators can learn to use this valuable tool. The associated motor    relays might interrupt the circuit breaker or fuses during this event, but    the simulation will be continue as you are working with the real power    system.

           

          POUYA is the    fastest simulator you can find around. It has been used to simulate around    two thousands busbars, 3800 relays and protective devices, 5 generators, 2000    motors, in real time in a CI7 PC computer in windows environment. POUYA is    the only real-time digital simulator with the power to simulate and analyze    very large-scale power systems with more than one million buses using its    Global Network Simulation feature.

           

          This solution    relies on open architecture, high-speed parallel processing using  



 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

  



